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scholars and others in transforming manuscripts into accessible textual worlds 
into which a wide variety of readers can enter.
hannah m. lane Mount Allison University
Les Voyages de Charles Morin, charpentier canadien-français. Texte établi par 
France Martineau en collaboration avec Virgil Benoit. Yves Frenette, ed. Quebec City: 
Presses de l’Université Laval, 2018. Pp. x + 566, $50.00 paper
Les Voyages de Charles Morin is a scholarly edition of two unedited manu-
scripts written by a French Canadian carpenter who migrated from Quebec to 
Minnesota in the mid-nineteenth century. Edited by a historian of migration, 
a linguist known for her work on historical sociolinguistics, and a long-time 
advocate for the study of the diasporic French Canadian communities in the 
Midwest, this text offers two primary source documents placed in their histor-
ical context by Yves Frenette and a modernized, annotated version by France 
Martineau and Virgil Benoit beside the initial French text by Charles Morin.
Charles Morin was a working-class, upwardly mobile migrant. The oldest 
boy in a family of fourteen children, Morin was born in Deschambault, Quebec, 
in 1849 and raised in an extended French Canadian family on an established 
family farm. He joined the enormous number of French Canadians who left 
their native villages in the nineteenth century to look for work. From his small 
hometown alone, half of the population left between 1842 and 1871 (11). Finally 
settling after years of travel, Morin became a founding member of Argyle, 
Minnesota, both literally as he built many of the town’s buildings and figura-
tively as a town elder. His two manuscripts were written at different times in 
his life: the first is written from the point of view of a man looking for work; 
the second looks back on the trials and tribulations that made him the man he 
became. Morin’s writings are not intimate journals but, instead, are the nar-
ration of critical events, as if from the outside. The later manuscript is more 
pointedly moral and didactic; Morin seems to want to teach his family members 
about the sufferings he overcame. Each chapter is organized into different epi-
sodes that cover the years of his travels, detailing the places he visited and the 
people he met. Having left school at the age of eleven, his writings are a com-
bination of the vernacular he spoke and the attempt to make his writing more 
literary with the use of certain verb tenses (the passé simple, for example) and 
more continental vocabulary.
Les Voyages de Charles Morin follows Morin’s episodic arrangement. Morin’s 
manuscripts cover the same time period and describe the same experiences 
(though not all are written about in both texts). Rather than reproducing each 
manuscript individually, Frenette and Martineau divide up each text along 
Morin’s structure. For each section, Frenette and Martineau provide a brief his-
torical context, literary observations, and a short resumé of the events described. 
They then reproduce Martin’s first manuscript along with a normalized French 
version on the opposite page, followed by the matching episode (if included) 
from the second manuscript, similarly transcribed and normalized. The 
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manuscripts are heavily annotated with detailed genealogical, linguistic, and 
historical notes.
At the start, Morin conceives each chapter around a different trip, the work 
he finds, and the money he spends. In addition, he includes observations about 
his many different jobs, working conditions, and the places he visits (including 
Montreal, Chicago, Kingston, San Francisco, British Columbia, and Victoria). 
But, as he progresses, Morin writes discrete ethnographic chapters describing 
Indigenous peoples and Chinese mores; he talks about religion and genealogy; 
and he concludes with a mystical text.
This well-conceptualized, well-edited scholarly edition is a welcome addition 
to the field, its importance stretching across many different disciplines. The 
key texts on French Canadian migration to the United States focus on those 
who left to work in the textile mills and shoe shops of New England: on the 
chain migrations that connected New England towns to sending communities 
(Bruno Ramirez, Crossing the 49th Parallel, Cornell University Press, 2001); 
the dynamics of gender (Yukari Takai, Gendered Passages, Peter Lang, 2008); 
the changes in ideas of cultural survival (Yves Roby, Les Franco-Américans de 
la Nouvelle-Angleterre, Septentrion, 2000); and Americanization (Mark Paul 
Richard, Loyal but French, Michigan State University Press, 2008). Written by 
a migrant, Morin’s text adds a vital, dynamic dimension to these histories that 
are drawn from parish records, newspapers, and various data sets. This work-
ing-class voice, “recorded” at two different times, gives us insight into the expe-
rience of migration over time and also allows us to document the mobility, and 
not just the settlement, of French Canadian migrants. Combining the genres 
of travel literature, ethnographic description, and mystical writing, Morin’s text 
also records the French vernacular of a semi-literate francophone, allowing lin-
guists to explore the internal structures of North American French and how 
they have changed over time. Family historians will also find the extensive gene-
alogical annotations useful.
susan pinette University of Maine
Abraham Gesner: The Lure of the Rocks and a Burning Ambition. Elizabeth V. 
Haigh. Victoria, bc: Tellwell Talent, 2019. Pp. v + 374, $26.52  
Stamps issued by Canada Post in 2000 as part of its Fathers of Invention series 
commemorated Canadian heroes for their innovations. Most, like Alexander 
Graham Bell, were recognizable, but included in this elite group was little- 
known Abraham Gesner, heralded for his work as the “Father of the Oil 
Industry.” Elizabeth Haigh’s biography traces Gesner’s discovery of kerosene in 
1846 – the invention that won him Canada Post’s acclaim – as well as his many 
other adventures and endeavours as physician, naturalist, geologist, lecturer, 
collector, and entrepreneur.
Born in rural Nova Scotia in 1797, Gesner was destined to a farming life 
until the threat of debtors’ prison convinced him to leave his young family for 
England. In London, he attended lectures in medicine, surgery, and chemistry, 
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